urlbst in biblio/bibtex/contrib Adds support for 'url', 'lastchecked' and 'eprint' fields to BibT E X style files. xbibfile in biblio/bibtex/utils A graphical tool for creating and searching BibT E X databases. Written in C under Linux using the X Window System and GTK graphics libraries.
dviware fonts ae in fonts A set of virtual fonts that emulate T1 encoded fonts with CM fonts. allrunes in fonts This collection of fonts claims to give access to almost all runes ever used in Europe. antiqua in fonts/urw URW Antiqua Condensed. astro in fonts ASTROSYM is a font containing astronomical symbols, including those used for the planets, four planetoids, the phases of the moon, the signs of the zodiac, and some additional symbols. base35 in fonts/urw These are URW's PostScript base fonts, which are provided under the GPL and usually distributed in conjunction with Ghostscript. As far as T E X is concerned, pdfT E X, Dvips, and other applications need them as drop-in replacements for Adobe's non-free original base fonts. bookhands in fonts METAFONT fonts and packages covering manuscript scripts from the 1st century until Gutenberg and Caxton. Includes Square Capitals, Insular Minuscule, Carolingian Minuscule, Early Gothic, Gothic Textura Quadrata, Gothic Textura Prescius, Rotunda, Humanist Minuscule, Roman Rustic, Uncial, Half Uncial, Artificial Uncial, and Insular Majuscule. The file bsamples.ps shows examples of each of the fonts. brokent1 in fonts Provides virtual fonts for T1-like variants of the broken yfrak, yswab, and ygoth typefaces published in 1990 by Yannis Haralambous. The structure of this package allows for broken typefaces from other sources to be made usable for L A T E X. cb in fonts/greek Claudio Beccari's massive Greek font collection.
cm-lgc in fonts/ps-type1 Type 1 fonts converted from METAFONT sources of the Computer Modern font families.
cmtiup in fonts/cm Unslanted punctuation in Computer Modern italic.
corelfonts in fonts/utilities Perl script to install all Bitstream fonts on a Corel Ventura CD for use with L A T E X.
covfonts in fonts Makes Apostrophic Laboratorie's Covington fonts available to T E X and L A T E X.
DayRoman in fonts A digitally redrawn version of what has come to be historically known as the "Two Line Double Pica Roman."
doublestroke in fonts Font for typesetting the mathematical symbols for natural numbers, real numbers, etc.
eulervm in fonts This is a set of virtual math fonts, based on Euler and CM. Included is a L A T E X package, which makes them easy to use, particularly in conjunction with Type 1 PostScript text fonts.
euroitc in fonts Provides a L A T E X interface to the PostScript euro font symbols which are available free of charge from the International Typeface Corporation.
fontinst in fonts/utilities A program that helps with installing fonts. Since it is written entirely in T E X macros, it is completely portable.
fourier-GUT in fonts
Fourier-GUTenberg is a math complement for Adobe Utopia.
frcursive in fonts This is the French Cursive font, a cursive handwriting font family in the style of the French academic running-hand, written with METAFONT.
glonti in fonts/cyrillic Virtual fonts that combine CM and CMCYR.
grotesq in fonts/urw URW Grotesk Bold. hfbright in fonts/ps-type1
Contains the cmbright fonts in Type 1 format. comprehensive in info/symbols The Comprehensive L A T E X Symbols List is an organized list of over 2500 symbols commonly available to L A T E X users. Some of these symbols are guaranteed to be available in every T E X distribution. Others require font files that come with some, but not all, T E X distributions. The rest require font files that must be downloaded explicitly from CTAN and installed. fontinstallationguide.pdf in info/Type1fonts
A guide to installing Type 1 PostScript fonts. fontsampler in info Samples of free typefaces available with L A T E X. impatient in info T E X for the Impatient was originally published in 1990 by Addison-Wesley. It has tutorial and reference information on primitive and plain T E X; it does not discuss L A T E X. It is now freely available.
Originally in German with translations available in English and Italian.
LaTeX2PDF.pdf in info/german
Erstellung von PDF-Dokumenten mit L A T E X is a German guide to creating a PDF document with L A T E X and hyperref/thumbpdf. latex4wp in info A guide for word processor users designed to help convert knowledge and techniques of word processing into the L A T E X environment. hebclass in language/hebrew Hebrew L A T E X classes.
ibycus-babel in language/greek/package-babel Allows usage of the Ibycus 4 font for ancient Greek with Babel.
makor in language/hebrew Makor 2 typesets Hebrew with vowels or liturgical accents, Yiddish, and more.
oinuit in language/inuktitut Typesetting tools for Inuktitut documents..
omega in language/devanagari Typeset Devanagari texts with Omega.
ruhyphen in language/hyphenation Updates to this package for Russian hyphenation.
serto in language/aramaic Fonts, style files, and a preprocessor to typeset Syriac (Aramaic).
srhyphc in language/hyphenation Serbian hyphenation patterns.
velthuis in language/devanagari Velthuis Devanagari for T E X.
macros/context
t-amsl in macros/context/contrib/maths Provides some environments and commands that AMS-L A T E X users expect. t-nath in macros/context/contrib/maths Provides for ConT E Xt the same functionality as the nath package for L A T E X.
macros/generic
dcpic in macros/generic/diagrams Macros for drawing commutative diagrams in a T E X (including L A T E X and ConT E Xt) document.
longdiv in macros/generic/misc Work out and print integer long division problems.
petri-nets in macros/generic Draws Petri nets and related models.
scripttex in macros Format screenplays and other scripts.
macros/latex
TeXPower in macros/latex/exptl/texpower A bundle of L A T E X packages and classes for making dynamic online presentations. Makes it easy to add some picture commands to every page. evautofl in macros/latex/contrib/calendar/contrib An extension of the autofilo.cls of the L A T E X Calendar Bundle. The code has been hacked to separate the two columns making the page in autofilo, so now it's possible to use ps2ps to put more than a single page on a sheet when printing your calendar, thus saving a lot of paper. evweek in macros/latex/contrib/calendar/contrib An extension of the weekly.cls of the L A T E X Calendar Bundle. excludeonly in macros/latex/contrib/misc Define \excludeonly, the opposite of \includeonly. facsimile in macros/latex/contrib Create faxes. fbithesis in macros/latex/contrib At the University of Dortmund there are cardboard cover pages for research or internal reports. The main function of this document class is to typeset a title page that is adjusted to these cover pages. fnbreak in macros/latex/contrib Writes a warning to the log file when footnotes are split over several pages. fncylab in macros/latex/contrib/misc Changes the way labels are defined. footbib in macros/latex/contrib Make bibliographic references appear as footnotes. macros/latex/contrib/multibib mwcls in macros/latex/contrib A set of document classes for L A T E X 2ε designed with the Polish typographical tradition in mind.
nath in macros/latex/contrib Natural math notation, a style to separate presentation and content in mathematical typography. Delivers a particular context-dependent presentation on the basis of a rather coarse context-independent notation -aims for producing traditional math typography output.
ncctools in macros/latex/contrib L A T E X 2ε packages written and supported by Alexander I. Rozhenko.
needspace in macros/latex/contrib/misc Provides commands to reserve space at the bottom of a page.
newlfm in macros/latex/contrib For creating letters, faxes and memos; integrates the letter class with fancyhdr and geometry and includes support for an address database, languages, Avery labels and has full documentation.
nolbreaks in macros/latex/contrib/misc Attempts to prevent line-breaks in portions of text while still allowing flexible glue.
notes in macros/latex/contrib A style for highlighting notable sections of text in a document by putting the text in a boxed frame and placing a small graphic in the margin. Specifically designed to work with double sided pages, placing the 'icon' in the correct margin.
numprint in macros/latex/contrib Pretty printing numbers.
octavo in macros/latex/contrib Typeset books following classical layout and design principles.
opcit in macros/latex/contrib Footnote-style bibliographical references.
outline in macros/latex/contrib A six-level list environment for making outlines.
parallel in macros/latex/contrib Typeset in two columns or two pages in parallel, e.g. typeset two languages side-by-side.
parrun in macros/latex/contrib Typeset two streams of text running parallel.
pbox in macros/latex/contrib A variable-width \parbox.
pdfpages in macros/latex/contrib Insert pages of external PDF documents.
perpage in macros/latex/contrib/misc Adds the ability to reset counters per page.
perltex in macros/latex/contrib Combines L A T E X's typesetting power with Perl's programmability.
platex in macros/latex/contrib Provides tools to typeset documents in Polish using L A T E X 2ε. poemscol in macros/latex/contrib Typeset critical editions of poetry. polytable in macros/latex/contrib tabular-like environments with named columns. ppr-prv in macros/latex/contrib Produce a printable version of slides written with Prosper, with two slides per page. proba in macros/latex/contrib Shortcut commands for symbols used in probability texts. progress in macros/latex/contrib
Creates an overview of a document's state. prosper in macros/latex/contrib Slides using L A T E X. ps4pdf in macros/latex/contrib Use PostScript code in pdfL A T E X documents. psfragx in macros/latex/contrib Embed \psfrag commands provided by the psfrag package into the EPS file itself. ragged2e in macros/latex/contrib/ms
Defines new commands which set ragged text and are easily configurable to allow hyphenation. refstyle in macros/latex/contrib Advanced formatting of cross-references. register in macros/latex/contrib Typesets the programmable elements in digital hardware, i.e., registers. relsize in macros/latex/contrib/misc Set the font size relative to the current size. rotpages in macros/latex/contrib Typeset multiple pages upside-down with page order rearrangement. sansmath in macros/latex/contrib/misc Define a new math version 'sans' and a command '\sansmath', much like '\boldmath'. savesym in macros/latex/contrib Saves and restores symbols. scalebar in macros/latex/contrib
Creates scalebars for maps, diagrams, or photos. SciWordConv in macros/latex/contrib Use Scientific Word and Scientific WorkPlace source files with another T E X compiler. semantic in macros/latex/contrib Help for writing programming language semantics, including software ligatures. sffms in macros/latex/contrib Typeset fiction manuscripts. shadow in macros/latex/contrib/misc Draw a box with a drop shadow. shapepar in macros/latex/contrib/misc Typeset paragraphs of a specified shape, where the total size is adjusted automatically so that the entire shape is filled with text, and the shape may include separate pieces and holes. verse in macros/latex/contrib Aids in typesetting simple verse (poems).
versions in macros/latex/contrib Optionally omit pieces of input.
wasysym in macros/latex/contrib Defines commands to make some additional characters available from the wasy fonts.
webeq in macros/latex/contrib The AcroT E X eDucational Bundle is a series of packages designed primarily for online education. Design your online page layout; create online exercises and quizzes; add Acrobat eForm elements; add Acrobat JavaScript to make your document interactive; submit your online quizzes to a server-side script (some basic scripts included). systems bakoma in systems/win32 Upgrade of BaKoMa T E X system to V.6.15.
clasen in systems/tex-extensions Proposals for extensions to T E X by Matthias Clasen.
enctex in systems A T E X extension supporting flexible input/output reencoding, with full UTF-8 (Unicode) processing.
eomega in systems A T E X extension with both Omega's and e-T E X's enhanced features. The package will be renamed Aleph at the point of the first stable release.
epmtfe in systems/os2
The "EPM T E X Front End", a module for the OS/2 "Enhanced Editor" EPM. It turns the EPM into an integrated T E X environment, providing (L A )T E Xing, previewing and executing of auxiliary programs from the editor menu.
latexpix in systems/win32 A drawing program for Windows which generates L A T E X pictures.
pdftex in systems An extension of T E X that can create PDF directly from T E X source files. It also supports new microtypographic features.
WinShell in systems/win32 A graphical user interface for easily working with T E X. It is not a T E X system itself, so requires a system such as MikT E X or T E X Live. 
